Human cortical responses to coherent and incoherent motion as measured by magnetoencephalography.
To investigate the detail response properties for the incoherent motion of the human visual system, we measured the magnetoencephalographic neural responses to both coherent and incoherent motions at various speeds (from 0.65 to 20.6 degrees /s). The peak latency of the first component of the response from the extrastriate area was inversely related to the speed of motion (from 228 to 155 ms in mean) and there was no significant difference in the latency change between the two types of motion. There were significant differences in the peak amplitude change with the motion speed and a difference in the distribution of the magnetic fields of the responses was seen in six of the seven subjects. The results show that the speed of the incoherently moving dots is represented in the human visual system in the same manner as that of coherently moving dots. The differences in the magnetic fields between the two responses indicate that the same speed-related response changes can occur with different neural populations responsible for both motions.